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Experimental postexcitation signal data of collapsing Definity microbubbles are compared with the
Marmottant theoretical model for large amplitude oscillations of ultrasound contrast agents
(UCAs). After taking into account the insonifying pulse characteristics and size distribution of the
population of UCAs, a good comparison between simulated results and previously measured experimental data is obtained by determining a threshold maximum radial expansion (Rmax) to indicate
the onset of postexcitation. This threshold Rmax is found to range from 3.4 to 8.0 times the initial
bubble radius, R0, depending on insonification frequency. These values are well above the typical
free bubble inertial cavitation threshold commonly chosen at 2R0. The close agreement between the
experiment and models suggests that lipid-shelled UCAs behave as unshelled bubbles during most
of a large amplitude cavitation cycle, as proposed in the Marmottant equation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since their commercial introduction in the early 1990s,1
ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) have gained significant interest in the ultrasound research community. UCAs are
micron-sized, gas-filled bubbles that are surrounded by a thin
shell coating typically consisting of albumin, lipids, or other
surfactants for stability from dissolution. UCAs are successfully used in applications where their increased scattering over
surrounding vasculature improves imaging.2 Other proposed
uses for these microbubbles involve taking further advantage
of their response to ultrasound for mechanically induced bioeffects, including sonothrombolysis,3,4 material transport
across the blood–brain barrier,5–7 and sonoporation.8–10
Understanding the dynamic behavior of these microbubbles has been a particular focus of many studies. The effect
of the interfacial shell alters the response of UCAs from nonencapsulated, or free, bubbles; for example, the damping
effect of an albumin shell leads to increased resonance frequency.11 Newer generation lipid-shelled microbubbles such
as Definity (Lantheus Medical Imaging, N. Billerica, MA),
SonoVue (Bracco Research, Geneva, Switzerland), and
Sonozoid (GE Healthcare, Oslo, Norway) have also been
shown to exhibit unusual dynamic behaviors including
thresholding to onset of oscillation12 and “compression-only”
response.13,14
Numerous models of unshelled single bubble dynamics15–18 have been developed to varying orders of accuracy
based on the bubble wall Mach velocity.19 Many of these
have been shown to be capable of describing the majority of
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the bubble oscillatory cycle even in cases of extreme bubble
expansion such as occurs in single bubble sonoluminescence,20 where bubble expansion may be ten times the initial
radius.21 However, experimental UCA results such as those
mentioned above indicate the inadequacy of directly applying
free bubble models to shelled UCAs undergoing small oscillations. Therefore, existing free bubble models have been
modified to incorporate terms corresponding to the damping
and elasticity of the shell material. Albumin-coated UCAs
were first modeled by adding damped linear oscillator terms
to describe the effect of the shell,22 while later models more
rigorously derived shell terms assuming shell behavior as an
elastic solid23,24 or with an infinitesimally thin Newtonian
rheology.25 Increasingly complicated behaviors observed
with UCAs containing more flexible lipid shells have
prompted the introduction of a rich variety of UCA models,
incorporating descriptions such as Maxwell rheology,26 shear
thinning,27 and strain-softening,28,29 among others.
The earliest model to capture a wide range of lipid-based
UCA responses was the Marmottant model, which postulated
that the UCA shell behaves as a two-dimensional monolayer
with varying surface tension.30 In contrast to other shelled
bubble models which assume a continuous shell state indefinitely, a unique feature of the Marmottant model is the explicitly incorporated rupture or breakup tension based on
radial growth. After reaching a specified rupture radius, the
bubble is assumed to continue to behave as a single entity but
with new characteristics—as an unshelled bubble. However,
the validity of this claim for large amplitude UCA oscillation
and collapse was unsupported by the examples provided in
the original paper, and to the best of our knowledge, there
have been no subsequent studies further exploring this hypothesis experimentally.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Examples of voltage–time signals (left columns) and their corresponding frequency–time images (right columns) from a Definity
microbubble at 4.6 MHz and PRPA 4.47 MPa. (a) Single bubble with postexcitation (marked with an arrow) in both receive channels. (b) Single bubble with
no postexcitation, only the principal response, in both receive channels.

Recently, we have conducted acoustic experimental
measurements of single bubble UCA collapse.31,32 The passive cavitation detection (PCD) criterion to monitor a microbubble’s destruction was based on the relationship between
two characteristic features of the acquired temporal signals:
the principal response and the postexcitation signal (PES).
The principal response is defined as the initial harmonic
response of the microbubble lasting in duration up to that of
the transmitted pulse, while the PES is defined as a secondary broadband response separated in time from the principal
response—typically 1–5 ls later—whose presence indicates
UCA collapse (Fig. 1). By using two receive transducers
aligned orthogonally, curves of microbubble postexcitation
activity as a function of peak rarefactional pressure can be
obtained.33 These curves show that postexcitation activity
increases in a given population of single microbubbles at a
specific frequency as peak rarefactional pressure amplitude
(PRPA) increases, and is therefore a useful measure for characterizing large amplitude cavitation activity.
The physical origin of the postexcitation emissions from
single UCAs is believed to be related to similar examples of
free bubble rebound and re-collapse which occur with larger
clouds of bubbles. For example, such behavior has been
observed in simultaneous optic and PCD lithotripsy experiments34 and during sonoluminescence.35 In the proposed scenario, the encapsulated UCA undergoing inertial cavitation
emits one or more free gas bubbles due to shell rupture which
then serve as the source for the PES.
Previous simulation work using the Marmottant model
has suggested that both shell rupture and inertial cavitation are
together necessary conditions for the occurrence of PES in
UCAs.36 In practice, this establishes a minimum bound on
UCA postexcitation at the inertial cavitation threshold 2R0,
since the shell rupture threshold for the Marmottant model is
typically set to 1.5R0 or less. In this work, we more thoroughly
evaluate modeling and experiment by comparing the predictions from the Marmottant equation with the experimental
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 129, No. 1, January 2011

postexcitation curves collected for Definity microbubbles
from our earlier double PCD work.33 The numerous variables
which affect the modeled response of UCAs, including the
forcing acoustic pressure waveform, the bubble size, and the
material properties of the bubble, are determined by measurement and from values reported in the literature. The goal of
this modeling is not to accurately replicate the full dynamics
of a collapsing, fragmenting, and rebounding bubble, but
rather to propose that experimental thresholds obtained from
the rebound signal associated with shell rupture can be linked
to a relatively simple model as in the case of the transient inertial collapse a free bubble.37
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Bubble size distribution

Definity UCAs are lipid-shelled microbubbles containing
octafluoropropane as the gas core. The reported mean diameter range of Definity is 1.1–3.3 lm, with 98% having a diameter less than 10 lm; the maximum initial concentration is
1.2  1010 microspheres/mL. In order to obtain a size distribution measurement of Definity UCAs, images were acquired
using a microscope and camera system (Axiovert 200M
w/63 objective, Zeiss AxioCam MRm, Carl Zeiss Inc.,
Thornwood, NY) with a resolution of 0.10 lm/pixel. The
saved images were analyzed using a circular size detection
routine based on the Hough transform to determine the size
distribution of a standard population of Definity microbubbles. The resulting distribution from analysis of approximately 6500 microbubbles (Fig. 2) had a mean diameter of
1.98 lm, within the reported values from the manufacturer
and from alternate size measurement techniques.38
B. Implementation of Marmottant equation

Because the modeled bubbles were undergoing large amplitude responses including inertial cavitation and rebound,
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TABLE I. Summary of values used in simulations.
Parameter
q
P0
c
m
rwater
j
h
js
v
Rbuckling
Rbreakup

FIG. 2. Measured size distribution of approximately 6500 Definity
microbubbles.

the Marmottant model was modified to incorporate a van der
Waals gas rather than an ideal gas. The largest percentage
difference in terms of maximum radial expansion between
the original and modified models for the tested range of pressures and radii was approximately 130%, suggesting there is
value in making such an alteration. The modified Marmottant
equation is given as
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In this equation, q and c are the density and speed of
sound of the surrounding medium, P0 is the ambient pressure,
l is the surrounding liquid viscosity, j is the polytropic gas
exponent (assumed to be adiabatic), h is the van der Waals’
hard-core radius, and js is the monolayer surface dilatational
viscosity. The size dependent surface tension, r(R), is given by
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where v is the elastic compression modulus. We note that
the modified Rayleigh–Plesset equation previously used in
large amplitude free bubble studies20 is recovered when the
shell term js is set to zero and the surface tension r(R) is
always set to that of water. The parameter values used in this
paper are listed in Table I.
The Rbreakup parameter also deserves special mention.
As given, the rupture radius is determined by

Rrupture ¼ Rbuckling
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(3)

Value
1000 (kg/m3)
101.325 (kPa)
1480 (m/s)
0.001 (Pa s)
0.073 (N/m)
1.06
R0=5.6139
2.4  109 (kg/s)36,40
0.38 (N/m)36,40
0.99R030
Rrupture (¼1.08R0), 1.5R0

However, the breakup radius is left as an undetermined
variable in the original paper since the breakup surface tension is unknown. From the two fitted examples in the Marmottant paper, it is observed that one example uses Rbreakup
¼ 1.06R0 while the other uses Rbreakup > 1.4R0. In a separate
study involving slow, quasi-static lipid microbubble growth
and dissolution,41 it has been reported that the best fit surface
tension for their model is a sevenfold increase over that of
water; assuming an elastic compression modulus of 0.5–1.0
N/m as is typical for a lipid bubble shell gives 1.22R0
 Rbreakup  1.41R0. In other studies which use the Marmottant model, Rbreakup has been chosen to be 1.2R036 and
1.5R0.29 Therefore, several breakup radii were tested in the
range from Rrupture to 1.5R0; in nearly all cases, only minor
differences (less than 10% in terms of predicted pressure
thresholds) were observed among this range of breakup radii
with the one exception of the lowest tested frequency, 0.9
MHz. Results are therefore reported using two values for the
breakup radius, Rrupture and 1.5R0, which give the greatest
differences.
Given that water is a highly nonlinear medium, the large
acoustic pressures used experimentally lead to an asymmetrical waveform at the transducer focus. In order to match
closely the conditions at the confocal region while also allowing for more pressure levels to be tested than were used
experimentally, simulated waveforms were generated as three
cycle Gaussian-weighted pulses modified using a time-domain form of the Khokhlov–Zabolotskaya–Kuznetsov (KZK)
equation to account for the effects of diffraction, absorption,
and nonlinearity during propagation in water.42–45 The resulting simulated waveforms yielded better agreement with calibration measurements in terms of peak compression and peak
rarefaction at the focal region than did symmetric waveforms
(Fig. 3).
The simulations were evaluated using a stiff solver routine (ode23s) in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The
initial radii ranged from 0.2 to 5.0 lm in increments of
0.1 lm and the bubble wall was assumed to be initially at
rest. The PRPAs covered the range for each of the four
frequencies used in the double PCD experiment: 0.9 MHz
(0.1–1.6 MPa), 2.8 MHz (0.1–3.6 MPa), 4.6 MHz (0.2–4.0
MPa), and 7.1 MHz (0.1–4.2 MPa).
Rather than assuming any postexcitation peak from
these spherically modeled bubbles will directly correspond
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C. Logistic curve fitting

As in the experimental case mentioned previously,33 the
theoretical prediction of postexcitation was fit with the modified logistic equation,
PðzÞ ¼

FIG. 3. Simulated and measured three cycle, 2.8 MHz pulses (PRPA ¼ 1.26
MPa).

with experimental PES measurements of a collapsing UCA,
the resulting radius–time curves were instead interrogated
for their maximum radial expansion, Rmax, as indicated in
Fig. 4. This value was used to set up an indicator function
for whether or not a bubble would be considered to have
undergone postexcitation as a function of insonifying frequency, PRPA, and initial microbubble radius,

Iðf ; PRPA; R0 Þ ¼

1
0

if Rmax  aðf ÞR0
:
otherwise

(4)

The indicator function threshold value, a( f ), is similar
in form to that which is often used to define the inertial
cavitation threshold of a bubble, and this threshold was individually determined for each frequency by the best fit in a
least-squares sense to the experimental data points. The indicator function was then weighted by the measured bubble
distribution (Fig. 2) to determine the predicted percentage of
PES at each simulated pressure level.

FIG. 4. Radial expansion of 1 lm radius Definity UCA for a 1.26 MPa
PRPA pulse at 2.8 MHz.
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Qea0 þa1 z
:
1 þ ea0 þa1 z

(5)

Here, P(z) is the percentage of collapse, Q is the maximum observed fraction of PES (0  Q  1), and a0 and a1
are the fitting coefficients. The independent variable z is the
logarithmic transformation of the PRPA, which is used to
ensure the logistic curve begins at zero for zero acoustic
pressure. This curve determines the fraction of PES present
at any specified PRPA proportional to the maximum fraction
observed in the pressure range for a specific frequency, and
is used as a metric for comparing similar relative amounts of
cavitation activity across different insonifying conditions.
III. RESULTS

The predicted maximum radial expansions from the
Marmottant equation for the case where Rbreakup ¼ Rrupture
for each frequency as a function of initial radius and PRPA
are plotted in Fig. 5. These figures demonstrate trends in the
response of microbubbles. As pressure is increased for a
given frequency, the size of microbubble responding most
strongly is seen to shift toward smaller bubbles—a downward shift in resonance frequency which is attributed to
increased pressure.15,46 For a specified PRPA, an increase in
frequency narrows the range of bubble sizes expanding to a
specific Rmax.
The black curves in Fig. 5 indicate the lowest pressure
at which a specified microbubble size reaches the threshold
Rmax value yielding the best comparison with the experimental postexcitation results. These threshold Rmax values are
8.0R0 at 0.9 MHz, 5.0R0 at 2.8 MHz, 5.2R0 at 4.6 MHz, and
3.4R0 at 7.1 MHz. For PRPAs above these curves, the indicated microbubble size is assumed to undergo collapse with
observable postexcitation emission.
By weighting the threshold results (as shown in Fig. 5)
with the population distribution (as shown in Fig. 2), the percentage of PES as a function of PRPA is obtained. The curve
fitting results using the logistic equation [Eq. (5)] for each frequency are presented in Fig. 6, comparing the experimental
data and three simulated results: the modified Rayleigh–
Plesset (free) equation, the Marmottant equation with Rbreakup
¼ Rrupture, and the Marmottant equation with Rbreakup
¼ 1.5R0. Table II lists the 5% and 50% postexcitation thresholds obtained from these curves, as well as the threshold Rmax
values for each model giving an optimal fit for the simulated
data. The threshold Rmax was typically larger for those bubbles modeled as free rather than shelled.
At 2.8 and 4.6 MHz, all three curves fit the experimental
results well. Both Marmottant curves also fit the data well at
7.1 MHz; however, the slope of the fit using the Rayleigh–
Plesset model is insufficiently steep compared to the experimental data. At 0.9 MHz, none of the curves appear to fit the
experiment across the full range of PRPAs; all predict higher
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Maximum radial expansion Rmax of Definity bubbles calculated using the Marmottant equation with Rbreakup ¼ Rrupture. The black lines
indicate the threshold Rmax above which postexcitation is assumed to occur for optimal fit to the experimental results. (a) 0.9 MHz, threshold at 8.0R0; (b) 2.8
MHz, 5.0R0; (c) 4.6 MHz, 5.2R0; and (d) 7.1 MHz, 3.4R0.

percentages of PES and a steeper slope than were observed
experimentally. The large standard deviations for the
0.9 MHz experimental data compared to other frequencies
suggest there may be only limited value in trying to interpret
fitted simulation results to these data.
IV. DISCUSSION

In this work, the primary factors which affect the modeled response of a single UCA are considered known a priori
from experiments: the PRPA from calibrated hydrophone
measurements at the PCD transducers’ confocal region, the
bubble size distribution measured from images, and the bubble material properties from measurements documented in
the literature, including shell properties extracted from low
pressure attenuation experiments which assume linear
behavior. Therefore, the only available fitting parameters
come from the simulated bubble responses themselves; using
a threshold maximum expansion ratio from the initial radius
in this work was chosen based on its usefulness in previous
studies on free bubble cavitation.
118
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Both the free bubble model and the Marmottant model
fit the experimental data quite well at 2.8 and 4.6 MHz, suggesting that lipid-shelled UCAs do indeed respond as free
bubbles for large oscillations. Furthermore, where the threshold Rmax was smaller at 7.1 MHz, the Marmottant model significantly outperforms the free bubble model. This result
may indicate that it is necessary to consider the impact of a
lipid shell even beyond the inertial cavitation threshold, despite the fact that it only impacts a small portion of the overall oscillatory cycle.
The simulations indicate that the microbubble size distribution will have a considerable effect on postexcitation curves.
For example, a shift in the mean microbubble radius will affect
the slope of the PES curve as can be ascertained from the maximum radial expansion images in Fig. 5. The presence of
many UCAs far from the resonant size may limit the maximum observable percentage of postexcitation, particularly at
higher insonifying frequencies since the largest microbubbles
may not grow to sufficient size to collapse with postexcitation.
The quality of the obtained fits between simulation and
experiment at the three higher frequencies gives confidence
D. A. King and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Predicting contrast agent postexcitation
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FIG. 6. Simulated percentage postexcitation curves for Definity using a free bubble model and the Marmottant model at (a) 0.9 MHz, (b) 2.8 MHz, (c) 4.6
MHz, and (d) 7.1 MHz. Experimental data points (mean 6 standard deviation) are represented as asterisks ( ).

TABLE II. Experimental percentage postexcitation thresholds (with 95% confidence intervals) in MPa PRPA,
proportional to the maximum observed in the pressure range at each frequency, compared with simulated
thresholds given by the specified Rmax.
Simulation
Frequency
0.9 MHz

2.8 MHz

4.6 MHz

7.1 MHz

Experimental
5%
50%
Threshold Rmax
5%
50%
Threshold Rmax
5%
50%
Threshold Rmax
5%
50%
Threshold Rmax
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0.19 (0.12–0.26)
0.54 (0.46–0.60)
0.68 (0.62–0.74)
1.22 (1.17–1.28)
1.63 (1.45–1.77)
2.65 (2.57–2.74)
2.10 (2.03–2.16)
2.67 (2.64–2.70)

Free

Rbreakup ¼ Rrupture

Rbreakup ¼ 1.5R0

0.42
0.59
9.8
0.75
1.22
5.9
1.53
2.65
5.7
1.07
2.33
3.4

0.41
0.57
8.0
0.79
1.20
5.0
1.85
2.59
5.2
1.91
2.68
3.4

0.72
0.84
8.0
0.88
1.26
5.0
1.99
2.75
5.2
2.01
2.71
3.4
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that a simple model can predict the occurrence of UCA postexcitation activity. Nevertheless, the variation of this threshold with frequency deserves further investigation. All fitted
postexcitation curves give a threshold Rmax above the inertial
cavitation threshold, noted in the Introduction to be a prerequisite for postexcitation emissions. However, the threshold
at 7.1 MHz is 3.4R0, while the threshold at 0.9 MHz is
8.0R0, a significant discrepancy.
Two explanations seem plausible. The first is that the
observed frequency variability for a threshold growth leading to collapse with postexcitation emission is a real dependency based on the underlying physics of shelled bubble
collapse. In other words, the bubble may grow to a larger
size at lower frequencies than at higher frequencies before
its inertial collapse with postexcitation activity.
However, another possible explanation may be that the
ratio of receiving center frequency to insonifying frequency
plays an appreciable role in the experimental results. As mentioned earlier, the definition of the PES criterion involves two
components: a principal harmonic response, followed by a
secondary broadband response. If the receiving center frequency is considerably higher than the insonifying frequency,
as was the case for the lowest frequency in the described double PCD experiment, the sensitivity to the initial response
will be low unless significant higher harmonic content is
present. In the experiment, a microbubble insonified at a
lower frequency such as 0.9 MHz is significantly further
from the receive transducers’ center frequencies at 15 MHz
than one insonified at 7.1 MHz. The microbubble insonified
at the lower frequency must therefore grow to greater initial
amplitude of oscillation before being identified as collapsing
with PES, because it will not be classified until both the initial harmonic and secondary broadband responses are
observed. Further investigation will be necessary to ascertain
the significance, if any, of the dependency of postexcitation
curves on the separation between receiving and insonifying
frequencies.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Good agreement between experimental measurements
of microbubble postexcitation collapse and the simulated
curves using the Marmottant equation may be obtained using
the criterion of maximum radial expansion to indicate the
onset of postexcitation collapse. However, the relationship
between the threshold Rmax and experimental PES is found
to vary depending on insonifying frequency, which either
may have basis in the underlying bubble dynamics or may
imply that experimental measurement conditions have a noticeable impact on the level of cavitation activity at which
postexcitation emissions are observed.
The Marmottant model is shown to provide effective
predictions for large amplitude oscillations due to its assumption that UCAs with lipid shells rupture and behave as free
bubbles under large expansion. Additionally, while the free
bubble model was limited in only being able to closely match
experimental data assuming expansions greater than five
times the initial radius, the Marmottant model showed no
such restrictions down to 3.4 times the initial radius.
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